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1. Introduction 
In previous papers (STEYN, 1951, 1955) multivariate functions of 
hypergeometric type and of multinomial type having linear regression 
equations have been discussed. In the present paper a theorem giving 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the regression function to be 
rational is first derived and with the help of this theorem further discrete 
systems are considered. 
2. A necessary and sufficient condition for rational regression 
Theorem: Let F(xv x2, ... , xk) be the distribution function and 
k 
(1) M (<Xv <X2, ... , <Xk) =I I ... I ef"';xidF 
sk 
the moment generating function, defined in the Stieltjes sense, of the 
probability function f(xv x2 , ... , xk) which may be either continuous or 
discrete and is defined in the k-dimensional space sk, then a necessary 
and sufficient condition that the regression function xl of xl on 
x2, x3, ... , xk is 
(2) 
where Q and R are polynomials, is given by 
(3) 
provided that M exists for an <Xv <X2, ... , <X11 (complex or imaginary) region 
including <X1 = ... = <Xk = 0 and conditions for differentiation under the 
integral sign are fulfilled. So if and only if there exist two differential 
op~rators R and Q satisfying ( 3), , then the regression is rational. 
To show that the condition (3) is necessary, consider the random 
variable Xi_ whose regression value or conditional mean value 
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G (x1 I x2=~2, 000, xk=~k) exists, and in the usual notation (DooB, ppo 18) 
is given by, 
(4) C (xiix2 = ~2 , ooo,xk = ~k) = f xi dP, 
8, 
where 8 1 is a linear point set in which xi is measurable with respect to 
(~2, ~3, ooo' ~k)· Next, if (2) is given it follows that 
(5) f XI R (~2• ~3• oOo' ~k) dP = f Q (~2• ~3• 0 oo' ~k) dPo 
s, s, 
k 
Multiplying both members of equation (5) by e~,.,;, and then extending 
the region of integration to include all x2, x3, o o 0, xk values i.e. integrating 
over sk it is clear that 
(6) ~ k l f f 000 f xi e~"'"'1 R(x2 , ooo,xk) d.,o.,•o···o"'k F = 
= J J ooo J e~"'"''Q(x2, ooo,xk) d.,,o.,,o .. ·o"-k F. 
sk 
Using (1) and remembering that the distribution function F is of bounded 
variation over Sk so that· ( 1) may . be differentiated under the integral 
sign (WIDDER, pp. 57) each differentiation with respect to IXi causing a 
factor xi to appear under the integral sign, (6) shows that 
(3) [.,;_ R (;_, .}---, ooo' ~) M] = [Q (2_, ;_, ooo' ~) M] , 
u!¥1 u<X2 u<Xa u<Xk "'• ~ 0 ()<X2 u<Xa u<Xk "''- 0 
where in the operators R (-!---, ;_ , 0 0 0, ~) and Q (.,;_, ,!-, 0 0 0, ~) which 
u<X2 u<X8 u<Xk u<X2 u<X3 u<Xk 
operate on M, (..,.() )• == ~, i = 2, 0 00, k, and [ J ..,~o means that after 
U<Xi ()(Xi 
all the differentiations on M are completed, the substitution lXI = 0 is 
performed. Clearly (3) is an identity in IX2, 000, IXko 
To show that (3) is also a sufficient condition for the regression of 
x1 w.r.t. x2, 000, xk to be given by a rational function QJR it is observed 
that if (3) is given, then the equation (6) follows immediately. Also, 
considering the function in IX2, 00 0' IXk on the left side of (6) as a generalized 
Laplace Transform of 
(7) f xi R(x2 , 0 0 0, xk)dP 
s, 
(where the integration over 8 1 affects the random variable x1 only) and 
the function in IX2, 00 0' IXk on the right side of (6) as a generalized Laplace 
Transform of 
(8) f Q(x2 , o 0 0, xk)dP 
s, 
it follows by obvious extensions of the uniqueness theorems of the 
Laplace Transform (WIDDER, pp. 63, 243, etc.) that the two functions 
of x2, 000, xk in (7) and (8) are the same, so that 
.... c( I ) Q(x2,ooo,xk) X= 0 XI X2, •oo,Xk = R( ) • x1,ooo,Xk 
I2I 
A similar condition holds for the regression of xi on the other variables. 
In the present paper the theorem will be applied to discrete systems of 
probability functions while interesting continuous types will be considered 
in a subsequent paper. 
3. Discrete Functions with Linear Regression 
In this paragraph a few examples of discrete functions known to have 
linear regression equations are first considered to illustrate the above 
theorem. 
(a) The Multivariate Bernoullian (or multinominal) Function has the 
moment generating function 
(9) 
Since 
k 
M = (Po+ ~ P; e"'i)n, 
1 
k 
k 
where Po = I - ~ Pi. 
1 
~ M=n(p0 + ~pie"'i)n- 1 pie"';, 
orxi 1 
it clearly follows after substituting £Xi= 0 that 
(IO) (Po+Pi) [o~-M]"'.~o +P; .I [o~-MJ"' ~o = np; [M]"i-o' 
'!. ~ 1 * '!. 1 i 
so that the regression equation of X; w.r.t. the other variables is given by 
or 
(b) The Multivariate Probability Function of Pascal (or negative multi-
nomial) has the moment generating function usually given as 
k 
M = p"(}+l (I-~ Pi e"'i)-(m+1l 
1 
from which it follows as in (IO) that 
(1-pi) [ 0:. M]<>·=O -P; ~ [ 0:_M]"' ~o = (m+ I) Pi [M]o:1 =o> 
'.A-t 1- i * i !A-' i 
giving 
(c) The system of multivariate probability functions generated by the 
hypergeometric function (STEYN, I955) 
(II) ( 
C · F (a; b1, b2, ... , bk; c ; t1, t2, ... , tk) = 
= Q. I (a+x-1)'"' ~ IT (b-+x--I)'"'J t;"'t 
z=O (c+x- 1)'" Ez1 ~z i~1 ' ' x;! 
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where 0 is a constant, satisfies the differential equations 
k ()2 () () (12) (1-t.) Lt.- F+{c- (a+b·+ 1) t}- F-b. L t.- F=a·b. F 
' j~l 1 oti()tj ' ' ()ti \*i 7 otj ' 
(i= 1,2, ... ,k). 
The moment generating function obtained by substituting ti = e"'i 
satisfies the equations, 
k ()2 0 0 (13) (1-e"'i) L-- M +{c-1-(a+ b.) e"''}-M -b. e"'' L -M =ab.e"''M i~l ()a.i ()a.i , ()a.i ' i *i oa.i • 
so that putting cxi=O in (13), 
{c-1-(a+bi)}[;_MJ _ 0 =abi[MJa~o+biL [.," M] , fJIXi ai- i i:Fi VIXj ai=O 
which shows that the regression equation of xi w.r.t. the other variables 
is given by 
(d) In (c) above the auxiliary vaiables tv ... , tk are independent. The 
system of bivariate probability functions generated by (11) when t1 =t, 
t2 = u and t3 = tu will now be considered and shown to have linear regression. 
The convergence of the series which are used in this section follows from 
the convergence of ( 11) which was discussed in the previously mentioned 
paper (STEYN, 1955). The parameters entering the expressions for the 
series are taken to be such that the conditions for convergence are 
fulfilled. 
Since 
(14) 
is a probability generating function (i.e. f(x, y), the coefficient of t"'u'~~ 
in this expansion, is a discrete probability function), it is clear that 
an ordinary hypergeometric series with unit argument. It will be shown 
that the system of probability functions generated by (14) is of the four-
fold type. 
From (14) follows the moment generating function, 
(15) 
so that [M]-M(O,{J)=C·F(a; b1,b2,b3 ; c; 1,efl,efl)= 
(15') 
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Also from (15), 
( 16) 
and 
l OI [..,.0 M] = ab1 F (a+ 1 ; b1 + 1, b2 + b3 ; c + 1 ; 1, e.B) + u<X <>~0 C 
+ aba F (a+ 1 ; bv b2 + b3 + 1 ; c + 1 ; 1, e.B) e.B 
c 
I [oM] a(b2+ba)F( I·b b b I· 1·1 .B) .B (17) ,o of3 a~o= c a+' 1' 2+ 3+ ,c+ ',e e. 
Putting 
it follows that 
and with (12) 
ab1 F (a + 1 ; b1 + 1, b2 + b3 ; c + 1 ; l, e.B) = 
c 
=[..,.0,.F*] = _ ~b-I(ab1 [F*J,.~o+b1 e.B[..,_0 13 F*] }· ue a~o c a 1 ue a~o 
Thus from (16) and (17) can be derived that 
giving the regression of x on y as 
~ ab1 b1 (b2 +b3)+b3 (c-a-b1 -I) 
x- + y 
- c-a-b1-I (b2 +b3) (c-a-b1 -I) · 
A similar equation gives the regression of y on x. 
The moments of the probability functions generated by (14) follow 
directly by differentiation of (15) and remembering that 
c 
F (a+ 1 ; b1 + b2 + b3 + 1 ; c + 1 ; 1) = c -a_ b1 _ b2 _ ba -I F (a; b1 + b2 + b3 ; c; 1). 
For example, substituting also f3 = 0 in ( 16) it follows that 
- 1 a(b1 +b3) F(a+I;b1 +b2 +b3 +I;c+I;I) 
X= ftw = -c- F( b +b +b I) a; 1 2 a;c; 
a(b1 +b3) Al 1 a(b2 +b3 ) 
c-a-b1 -b2-b3-l' so ftol = c-a-b1 -b2-b3-I · 
Special cases of this bivariate system have been considered by various 
writers. AITKEN and GONIN (1935) considered fourfold correlation of 
hypergeometric type obtained by sampling without replacement from a 
finite fourfold population and used a complicated generating function. 
Clearly, if for two events A and B the relative proportions, or probabilities 
for the four types AB, AB, AB, and AB (where A means not A) are 
given as p11, p10, p01 and p00 respectively and if N is the size of the popu~ 
lation, then the probability for obtaining x successes for A andy successes 
I24 
for B in n trials without replacement is given by 
(IS) 
with probability generating function given by (I4) as 
(Np )In N~~· F(-n; -Np10 , -Np01 • -Np11 ;Np00 -n+I;t,u,tu). 
The case of a negative factorial fourfold type is considered by Wnn 
(not yet published). This means that in the above example the trials 
are stopped as soon as m+ 1 failures including the last trial is obtained. 
The probability generating function is then 
N~~o:_Il F (m+ I; -Np10• -Np0v -Np11 ; -N +m+ I; t, u, tu). 
A discussion of "eightfold" types obtained from ( ll) by substituting 
~=t, t2 =u, t3 =v, t4 =tu, t5 =uv, t6 =vt and t7 =uvt will be given in a 
separate paper by STEYN and \Vnn. It will be shown that the regression 
is in general not linear. 
4. Discrete bivariate functions of hypergeometric type with non-linear 
regr-ession 
Turning now to bivariate cases of non-linear regression, various types 
will be considered where the distributions for constant values of one of 
the variables are univariate hypergeometric!',distributions but the 
regression equations are non-linear. 
It is well known (e.g. BAILEY, I935) that there are four hypergeometric 
functions in two variables. These functions are usually referred to as 
Appell's hypergeometric functions and using the variables t and u they 
may be defined as, 
(
F 1 (a; b, b'; c; t, ~~) = 
(19) = ! (a+s-1)1'• "' (b+r-I)'' (b' + r' _ 1)''' t• u•' s~o (c+s-1)·• r+7'~s Ti ?T 
(20) ( 
F 2 (a; b, b'; c, c'; t, u) = 
00 1 (b+r-1)!•(b'+r'-1)''' t• u 1' 
= I (a+s-I)·• I (c+r-1)''(c'+r'-1)''' ri r'! 
s=O :r+r'=s 
(
F 3 (a, a'; b, b'; c; t, u) = 
(21) = ~ 1 1 "' (a+r-I)1'(a'+r'-1)1''(b+r-I) 1'(b'+r'-I)1'' tr u•' 
,=o (c+s-1)·8 •+f,-~s Ti r'! 
(22) (
F4 (a; b; c, c'; t, u) = 
= I (a+s- 1)'" (b+s-l)'" I (c+r-1)'•(1c' +r'-1)!•' ~ ;;; · 
s=O r+r'=s 
I25 
The F 1 series is the same as the series (II) for k = 2, so that when 
0 1F 1 where 0 1- 1 = F(a; b, b'; c; I, I) is considered as a probability 
generating function it will generate functions with linear regression 
equations. 
The series F 2, F 3 and F 4 and their regions of convergence have been 
studied by various writers. For t = I, u = I these series will in general 
not converge, but it will be assumed here that these series are either 
finite or that the parameters are such that they converge for t = I, u = I. 
Now, if 0 2F 2 where C;; 1 =F2(a; b,b'; c,c'; 1, I) is a probability 
generating function with discrete probability function given by the 
coefficient of txuv in (20), then since F 2 satisfies the equation 
()2 ()2 () () 
t (I-t) Ot2 F 2 - tu otou F 2 +{c- (a+ b+ I) t} 'i)t F 2 - bu ou F 2 -abF2 = 0 
it follows on substituting t=e", u=eP that the moment generating function 
M 2 satisfies the equation 
so that 
(c -a-b-I) [o~ M2l=o- [o:;PM2l=o = b [0~M2l=o +ab [M2]"=o· 
The regression equation of x on y is thus given by 
X= (c-a-~-1-y) (a+y). 
Similarly the regression of y on x will be 
~ b' 
Y = (c'-a-b'-1-x) (a+x). 
Next, considering 0 3F 3 , where 0;1 = F 3(a, a'; b, b'; c; I, I) as a proba-
bility generating function it folllows from the differential equation 
()2 ()2 () 
t (I-t) Ot2 Fa+ u otou Fa+ {c- (a+ b+ I) t} 'i)t F 3 = abF3 
that the moment generating function M3 satisfies the equation 
(I-e") ;;2 Ma + 0:;P M 3 + {(c-I)- (a+b) e.x} 0°~ Ma = e.xabM3 
so that 
(c-a-b- I) [,0 Ma] + [.,. 0: 11 M3] = ab [M3].x=o U~ .x=O U~Up 1X=0 
and the regression equations are 
~ ab ~ a'b' 
X = c---a------.b --1 +Y ' y=c-a'-b'-l+x· 
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Also, starting with the differential equation 
. ()2 ()2 2 ()2 
t(1-t) ()t2 F 4 -2 tu ()t()u F 4 -u ()u2 F4 + 
() () 
+ { c- (a+ b + 1) t} ~ F4 - (a+ b + 1) u ()u F 4 = abF4 
it follows that if C4F4 where Ci 1 =F(a; b; c,c1 ; 1, 1) is a probability 
generating function, then the moment generating function satisfies the 
equation 
()2 ()2 ()2 
(1- e") ()~2 M 4 - 2 e" ()~ <l{J M 4 - e" <l/32 M 4 + 
() () 
+{ (c- 1)- (a+ b) e"} ()~ M 4 - (a+ b) e" (){3M4 = e"abM4 
so that, 
(c-a-b-l)[~M4] -2 [~M4] = ()~ a~o ()~(){3 a~o 
=ab [M4]"~o+(a+b) [()~M41~o + [()~2M41~o 
giving the regression equations, 
x = (c-a-bl-l-2y) {ab+ (a+ b) y+y2} 
(a+y) (b+y) 
(c-a-b-l-2y) 
d ~ (a+x) (b+x) 
an y=(c1 -a-b-l-2x)" 
Having obtained these types of regression equations it is interesting 
to note that the actual distribution of y for a given value of x follows 
immediately for the various series by observing that, 
F 1 (a; b, b1 ; c; t, u) (a+x-l)!"'(b+x-1)'"' t"' . 1 • • = L . (c+x-l)'"' X!F(a+x,b ,c+x,u) 
"' 
• 1 • 1 • _ (a+x-l)'"'(b+x-1)'"' t"' . 1 • • F 2 (a, b, b, c, c, t, u)- L (c+x- 1)'"' XiF(a+x, b, c, u) 
"' 
1 1 ""(a+x-1)l"'(b+x-1)!:C [X 1 1 
F 3 (a,a ;b,b ;c;t,u) = "'7 (c+x-l)'"' x!F(a ;b ;c+x;u) 
_ ""(a+x-l)'"'(b+x-1)'"' tx F . . F 4 (a; b; c, C1 ; t, u) - £.. (c+x-l)'"' x! (a+x, b+x,c,u) 
"' 
where F(p; q; r; u) is the ordinary hypergeometric function in one 
variable, so that the probability generating function of y for constant x 
is for the Fv F 2 , F 3 and F 4 series respectively given by 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
A1 F(a+x; b1 ; c+x; u) where A! 1 =F(a+x; b1 ; c+x; 1}, 
A2 F(a+x; b'; c'; u) where Ai 1 =F(a+x; b'; c'; 1), 
A F(a'· b'· c+x· u) where A- 1 =F(a'· b'· c+x· I) 
3 ' ' ' 3 ' ' ' ' 
A 4 F(a+x; b+x; c'; u) where Ai1 =F(a+x; b+x; c'; 1). 
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The distribution of y for constant x is therefore again hypergeometric. 
Using the expressions (23) to (26) the regression equations obtained 
above can again be derived by writing down the factorial moment 
generating functions (For the series (23) see STEYN, 1955, § 3. The others 
.follow similarly). The distributions of x for constant y follow similarly 
The moments of the probability functions generated by the series 
F1 to F 4 follow as usual by differentiation of their moment generating 
functions. 
For example, since 
~ M - C 2.. F ( · b b' · '· "' fl) ~ "' ocx 2 - 2 oe"' 2 a' , , c, c , e ' e ocx e , 
it follows that 
, ab F 2 (a+l;b+1,b';c+1,c';1,1) 
fl1o = c F 2 (a;b,b';c,c'; l, 1) · 
This paper is published with the permission of the South African 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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